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This text shows the reader how information systems are developed using Microsoft
Technologies. Learning how to program is no longer sufficient for successful
programmers. Programmers must now understand hardware and software
architectures behind programming. This book prepares users for the MCSD certification
exam # 70-100 Analyzing Requirements and Defining Solutions Architecture. It surveys
VB, VB Script, ActiveX, and Active Server pages.
Practical Software Architecture Solutions from the Legendary Robert C. Martin (“Uncle
Bob”) By applying universal rules of software architecture, you can dramatically
improve developer productivity throughout the life of any software system. Now,
building upon the success of his best-selling books Clean Code and The Clean Coder,
legendary software craftsman Robert C. Martin (“Uncle Bob”) reveals those rules and
helps you apply them. Martin’s Clean Architecture doesn’t merely present options.
Drawing on over a half-century of experience in software environments of every
imaginable type, Martin tells you what choices to make and why they are critical to your
success. As you’ve come to expect from Uncle Bob, this book is packed with direct, nononsense solutions for the real challenges you’ll face–the ones that will make or break
your projects. Learn what software architects need to achieve–and core disciplines and
practices for achieving it Master essential software design principles for addressing
function, component separation, and data management See how programming
paradigms impose discipline by restricting what developers can do Understand what’s
critically important and what’s merely a “detail” Implement optimal, high-level
structures for web, database, thick-client, console, and embedded applications Define
appropriate boundaries and layers, and organize components and services See why
designs and architectures go wrong, and how to prevent (or fix) these failures Clean
Architecture is essential reading for every current or aspiring software architect,
systems analyst, system designer, and software manager–and for every programmer
who must execute someone else’s designs. Register your product for convenient
access to downloads, updates, and/or corrections as they become available.
This book is an authoritative but uniquely accessible and highly illustrated guide to good
acoustic design practice for architects, interior designers and acoustic professionals. It
provides a user-friendly introduction to architectural acoustics and acoustics technology
where the market is crowded with dense and technical texts. It will go through each
typology in turn explaining the key acoustic concepts with highly illustrated and
international case studies that demonstrate cutting-edge practice and technology,
innovative design techniques and common challenges and solutions.
Do you have other requirements on the data sharing solution? Is architectural
knowledge embedded in your processes? How do you create an architecture? Is the
method usable in practice to determine the value of enterprise architecture-based
business transformation? How is the business value of IT related to the value of
enterprise and solutions architecture? This instant Solutions Architecture selfassessment will make you the accepted Solutions Architecture domain assessor by
revealing just what you need to know to be fluent and ready for any Solutions
Architecture challenge. How do I reduce the effort in the Solutions Architecture work to
be done to get problems solved? How can I ensure that plans of action include every
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Solutions Architecture task and that every Solutions Architecture outcome is in place?
How will I save time investigating strategic and tactical options and ensuring Solutions
Architecture costs are low? How can I deliver tailored Solutions Architecture advice
instantly with structured going-forward plans? There's no better guide through these
mind-expanding questions than acclaimed best-selling author Gerard Blokdyk. Blokdyk
ensures all Solutions Architecture essentials are covered, from every angle: the
Solutions Architecture self-assessment shows succinctly and clearly that what needs to
be clarified to organize the required activities and processes so that Solutions
Architecture outcomes are achieved. Contains extensive criteria grounded in past and
current successful projects and activities by experienced Solutions Architecture
practitioners. Their mastery, combined with the easy elegance of the self-assessment,
provides its superior value to you in knowing how to ensure the outcome of any efforts
in Solutions Architecture are maximized with professional results. Your purchase
includes access details to the Solutions Architecture self-assessment dashboard
download which gives you your dynamically prioritized projects-ready tool and shows
you exactly what to do next. Your exclusive instant access details can be found in your
book. You will receive the following contents with New and Updated specific criteria: The latest quick edition of the book in PDF - The latest complete edition of the book in
PDF, which criteria correspond to the criteria in... - The Self-Assessment Excel
Dashboard - Example pre-filled Self-Assessment Excel Dashboard to get familiar with
results generation - In-depth and specific Solutions Architecture Checklists - Project
management checklists and templates to assist with implementation INCLUDES
LIFETIME SELF ASSESSMENT UPDATES Every self assessment comes with Lifetime
Updates and Lifetime Free Updated Books. Lifetime Updates is an industry-first feature
which allows you to receive verified self assessment updates, ensuring you always
have the most accurate information at your fingertips.
The Business of Architecture is the essential guide to understanding the critical
fundamentals to succeed as an architect. Written by successful architects for architects
everywhere, this book shows the architecture industry from a corporate business
perspective, refining the approach to architecture as a personal statement to one that
must design and build within the confines of business and clients. The Business of
Architecture will educate new and experienced architects alike with valuable insights
about profit centers, the architect as developer, how to respond to requests for
proposals, intellectual property, and much more.
Technologists who want their ideas heard, understood, and funded are often told to
speak the language of business—without really knowing what that is. This book’s toolkit
provides architects, product managers, technology managers, and executives with a
shared language—in the form of repeatable, practical patterns and templates—to produce
great technology strategies. Author Eben Hewitt developed 39 patterns over the course
of a decade in his work as CTO, CIO, and chief architect for several global tech
companies. With these proven tools, you can define, create, elaborate, refine, and
communicate your architecture goals, plans, and approach in a way that executives can
readily understand, approve, and execute. This book covers: Architecture and strategy:
Adopt a strategic architectural mindset to make a meaningful material impact Creating
your strategy: Define the components of your technology strategy using proven patterns
Communicating the strategy: Convey your technology strategy in a compelling way to a
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variety of audiences Bringing it all together: Employ patterns individually or in clusters
for specific problems; use the complete framework for a comprehensive strategy
Microservices can have a positive impact on your enterprise—just ask Amazon and
Netflix—but you can fall into many traps if you don’t approach them in the right way.
This practical guide covers the entire microservices landscape, including the principles,
technologies, and methodologies of this unique, modular style of system building.
You’ll learn about the experiences of organizations around the globe that have
successfully adopted microservices. In three parts, this book explains how these
services work and what it means to build an application the Microservices Way. You’ll
explore a design-based approach to microservice architecture with guidance for
implementing various elements. And you’ll get a set of recipes and practices for
meeting practical, organizational, and cultural challenges to microservice adoption.
Learn how microservices can help you drive business objectives Examine the
principles, practices, and culture that define microservice architectures Explore a model
for creating complex systems and a design process for building a microservice
architecture Learn the fundamental design concepts for individual microservices Delve
into the operational elements of a microservices architecture, including containers and
service discovery Discover how to handle the challenges of introducing microservice
architecture in your organization
Develop microservice-based enterprise applications with expert guidance to avoid
failures and technological debt with the help of real-world examples Key Features:
Implement the right microservices adoption strategy to transition from monoliths to
microservices Explore real-world use cases that explain anti-patterns and alternative
practices in microservices development Discover proven recommendations for avoiding
architectural mistakes when designing microservices Book Description: Microservices
have been widely adopted for designing distributed enterprise apps that are flexible,
robust, and fine-grained into services that are independent of each other. There has
been a paradigm shift where organizations are now either building new apps on
microservices or transforming existing monolithic apps into microservices-based
architecture. This book explores the importance of anti-patterns and the need to
address flaws in them with alternative practices and patterns. You'll identify common
mistakes caused by a lack of understanding when implementing microservices and
cover topics such as organizational readiness to adopt microservices, domain-driven
design, and resiliency and scalability of microservices. The book further demonstrates
the anti-patterns involved in re-platforming brownfield apps and designing distributed
data architecture. You'll also focus on how to avoid communication and deployment
pitfalls and understand cross-cutting concerns such as logging, monitoring, and
security. Finally, you'll explore testing pitfalls and establish a framework to address
isolation, autonomy, and standardization. By the end of this book, you'll have
understood critical mistakes to avoid while building microservices and the right
practices to adopt early in the product life cycle to ensure the success of a
microservices initiative. What You Will Learn: Discover the responsibilities of different
individuals involved in a microservices initiative Avoid the common mistakes in
architecting microservices for scalability and resiliency Understand the importance of
domain-driven design when developing microservices Identify the common pitfalls
involved in migrating monolithic applications to microservices Explore communication
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strategies, along with their potential drawbacks and alternatives Discover the
importance of adopting governance, security, and monitoring Understand the role of
CI/CD and testing Who this book is for: This practical microservices book is for software
architects, solution architects, and developers involved in designing microservices
architecture and its development, who want to gain insights into avoiding pitfalls and
drawbacks in distributed applications, and save time and money that might otherwise
get wasted if microservices designs fail. Working knowledge of microservices is
assumed to get the most out of this book.
What does the goal look like? Is there a metadata strategy? How will architectures change?
How can you optimize your application and database to run in more elastic fashion? Can you
find correlations that customer satisfaction is correlated to the expectation of the customer?
This powerful Solution Architecture self-assessment will make you the credible Solution
Architecture domain standout by revealing just what you need to know to be fluent and ready
for any Solution Architecture challenge. How do I reduce the effort in the Solution Architecture
work to be done to get problems solved? How can I ensure that plans of action include every
Solution Architecture task and that every Solution Architecture outcome is in place? How will I
save time investigating strategic and tactical options and ensuring Solution Architecture costs
are low? How can I deliver tailored Solution Architecture advice instantly with structured goingforward plans? There's no better guide through these mind-expanding questions than
acclaimed best-selling author Gerard Blokdyk. Blokdyk ensures all Solution Architecture
essentials are covered, from every angle: the Solution Architecture self-assessment shows
succinctly and clearly that what needs to be clarified to organize the required activities and
processes so that Solution Architecture outcomes are achieved. Contains extensive criteria
grounded in past and current successful projects and activities by experienced Solution
Architecture practitioners. Their mastery, combined with the easy elegance of the selfassessment, provides its superior value to you in knowing how to ensure the outcome of any
efforts in Solution Architecture are maximized with professional results. Your purchase
includes access details to the Solution Architecture self-assessment dashboard download
which gives you your dynamically prioritized projects-ready tool and shows you exactly what to
do next. Your exclusive instant access details can be found in your book. You will receive the
following contents with New and Updated specific criteria: - The latest quick edition of the book
in PDF - The latest complete edition of the book in PDF, which criteria correspond to the
criteria in... - The Self-Assessment Excel Dashboard - Example pre-filled Self-Assessment
Excel Dashboard to get familiar with results generation - In-depth and specific Solution
Architecture Checklists - Project management checklists and templates to assist with
implementation INCLUDES LIFETIME SELF ASSESSMENT UPDATES Every self
assessment comes with Lifetime Updates and Lifetime Free Updated Books. Lifetime Updates
is an industry-first feature which allows you to receive verified self assessment updates,
ensuring you always have the most accurate information at your fingertips.
Software services are established as a programming concept, but their impact on the overall
architecture of enterprise IT and business operations is not well-understood. This has led to
problems in deploying SOA, and some disillusionment. The SOA Source Book adds to this a
collection of reference material for SOA. It is an invaluable resource for enterprise architects
working with SOA.The SOA Source Book will help enterprise architects to use SOA effectively.
It explains: What SOA is How to evaluate SOA features in business terms How to model SOA
How to use The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF™) for SOA SOA governance
This book explains how TOGAF can help to make an Enterprise Architecture. Enterprise
Architecture is an approach that can help management to understand this growing complexity.
Develop microservice-based enterprise applications with expert guidance to avoid failures and
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technological debt with the help of real-world examples Key Features Implement the right
microservices adoption strategy to transition from monoliths to microservices Explore realworld use cases that explain anti-patterns and alternative practices in microservices
development Discover proven recommendations for avoiding architectural mistakes when
designing microservices Book Description Microservices have been widely adopted for
designing distributed enterprise apps that are flexible, robust, and fine-grained into services
that are independent of each other. There has been a paradigm shift where organizations are
now either building new apps on microservices or transforming existing monolithic apps into
microservices-based architecture. This book explores the importance of anti-patterns and the
need to address flaws in them with alternative practices and patterns. You'll identify common
mistakes caused by a lack of understanding when implementing microservices and cover
topics such as organizational readiness to adopt microservices, domain-driven design, and
resiliency and scalability of microservices. The book further demonstrates the anti-patterns
involved in re-platforming brownfield apps and designing distributed data architecture. You'll
also focus on how to avoid communication and deployment pitfalls and understand crosscutting concerns such as logging, monitoring, and security. Finally, you'll explore testing pitfalls
and establish a framework to address isolation, autonomy, and standardization. By the end of
this book, you'll have understood critical mistakes to avoid while building microservices and the
right practices to adopt early in the product life cycle to ensure the success of a microservices
initiative. What you will learn Discover the responsibilities of different individuals involved in a
microservices initiative Avoid the common mistakes in architecting microservices for scalability
and resiliency Understand the importance of domain-driven design when developing
microservices Identify the common pitfalls involved in migrating monolithic applications to
microservices Explore communication strategies, along with their potential drawbacks and
alternatives Discover the importance of adopting governance, security, and monitoring
Understand the role of CI/CD and testing Who this book is for This practical microservices
book is for software architects, solution architects, and developers involved in designing
microservices architecture and its development, who want to gain insights into avoiding pitfalls
and drawbacks in distributed applications, and save time and money that might otherwise get
wasted if microservices designs fail. Working knowledge of microservices is assumed to get
the most out of this book.
Plan and design robust security architectures to secure your organization's technology
landscape and the applications you develop Key Features Leverage practical use cases to
successfully architect complex security structures Learn risk assessment methodologies for the
cloud, networks, and connected devices Understand cybersecurity architecture to implement
effective solutions in medium-to-large enterprises Book Description Cybersecurity architects
work with others to develop a comprehensive understanding of the business' requirements.
They work with stakeholders to plan designs that are implementable, goal-based, and in
keeping with the governance strategy of the organization. With this book, you'll explore the
fundamentals of cybersecurity architecture: addressing and mitigating risks, designing secure
solutions, and communicating with others about security designs. The book outlines strategies
that will help you work with execution teams to make your vision a concrete reality, along with
covering ways to keep designs relevant over time through ongoing monitoring, maintenance,
and continuous improvement. As you progress, you'll also learn about recognized frameworks
for building robust designs as well as strategies that you can adopt to create your own designs.
By the end of this book, you will have the skills you need to be able to architect solutions with
robust security components for your organization, whether they are infrastructure solutions,
application solutions, or others. What you will learn Explore ways to create your own
architectures and analyze those from others Understand strategies for creating architectures
for environments and applications Discover approaches to documentation using repeatable
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approaches and tools Delve into communication techniques for designs, goals, and
requirements Focus on implementation strategies for designs that help reduce risk Become
well-versed with methods to apply architectural discipline to your organization Who this book is
for If you are involved in the process of implementing, planning, operating, or maintaining
cybersecurity in an organization, then this security book is for you. This includes security
practitioners, technology governance practitioners, systems auditors, and software developers
invested in keeping their organizations secure. If you're new to cybersecurity architecture, the
book takes you through the process step by step; for those who already work in the field and
have some experience, the book presents strategies and techniques that will help them
develop their skills further.
Offers test-taking strategies and tips and discusses concepts including solution architecture,
database models, the eight goals of every solution, and tradeoffs between Windows and Web
Service-based applications.
This coursebook supports and accompanies the BCS Foundation Certificate in Solution
Architecture. The book is fully aligned to the certificate's content, learning objectives and
reference list and and covers everything candidates will need to know to pass the exam. Case
studies and test questions to support learning are included throughout.
This book will show you how to create robust, scalable, highly available and fault-tolerant
solutions by learning different aspects of Solution architecture and next-generation architecture
design in the Cloud environment.
The software development ecosystem is constantly changing, providing a constant stream of
new tools, frameworks, techniques, and paradigms. Over the past few years, incremental
developments in core engineering practices for software development have created the
foundations for rethinking how architecture changes over time, along with ways to protect
important architectural characteristics as it evolves. This practical guide ties those parts
together with a new way to think about architecture and time.

Undergraduate Research in Art: A Guide for Students supplies tools for
scaffolding research skills, with examples of undergraduate research activities
and case studies on projects in the various areas of the study of art—from art
history, art education, and fine art therapy, to studio art, graphic design, and
digital media. Although art degree programs don’t always call it research, many
undergraduate activities in art have components that could be combined into
comprehensive projects. The book begins with an overview chapter, followed by
seven chapters on research skills, including literature reviews, choosing topics,
formulating questions, citing sources, disseminating results, and working with
data and human subjects. A wide variety of subdisciplines follow in Chapters 9
through 18, with sample project ideas from each, as well as undergraduate
research conference abstracts. The final chapter is an annotated guide to online
resources that students can access and readily operate. Each chapter opens with
inspiring quotations, and wraps up with applicable discussion questions.
Professors and students can use Undergraduate Research in Art as a text or a
reference book.
This text aims to help all members of the development team make the correct
nuts-and-bolts architecture decisions that ensure project success.
This Microsoft Official curriculum training kit delivers comprehensive preparation
for MCP Exam 70-100--a core exam on the Microsoft Certified Solution
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Developer (MCSD) track and the only exam every MCSD candidate must pass.
The CD-ROM contains hands-on lab exercises, demos, and complete model
application for a complete learning solution.
Software Systems Architecture, Second Edition is a highly regarded, practitioneroriented guide to designing and implementing effective architectures for
information systems. It is both a readily accessible introduction to software
architecture and an invaluable handbook of well-established best practices. With
this book you will learn how to Design and communicate an architecture that
reflects and balances the different needs of its stakeholders Focus on
architecturally significant aspects of design, including frequently overlooked
areas such as performance, resilience, and location Use scenarios and patterns
to drive the creation and validation of your architecture Document your
architecture as a set of related views Reflecting new standards and
developments in the field, this new edition extends and updates much of the
content, and Adds a “system context viewpoint” that documents the system's
interactions with its environment Expands the discussion of architectural
principles, showing how they can be used to provide traceability and rationale for
architectural decisions Explains how agile development and architecture can
work together Positions requirements and architecture activities in the project
context Presents a new lightweight method for architectural validation Whether
you are an aspiring or practicing software architect, you will find yourself referring
repeatedly to the practical advice in this book throughout the lifecycle of your
projects. A supporting Web site containing further information can be found at
www.viewpoints-and-perspectives.info.
Modeling Enterprise Architecture with TOGAF explains everything you need to
know to effectively model enterprise architecture with The Open Group
Architecture Framework (TOGAF), the leading EA standard. This solutionfocused reference presents key techniques and illustrative examples to help you
model enterprise architecture. This book describes the TOGAF standard and its
structure, from the architecture transformation method to governance, and
presents enterprise architecture modeling practices with plenty of examples of
TOGAF deliverables in the context of a case study. Although widespread and
growing quickly, enterprise architecture is delicate to manage across all its
dimensions. Focusing on the architecture transformation method, TOGAF
provides a wide framework, which covers the repository, governance, and a set
of recognized best practices. The examples featured in this book were realized
using the open source Modelio tool, which includes extensions for TOGAF.
Includes intuitive summaries of the complex TOGAF standard to let you
effectively model enterprise architecture Uses practical examples to illustrate
ways to adapt TOGAF to the needs of your enterprise Provides model examples
with Modelio, a free modeling tool, letting you exercise TOGAF modeling
immediately using a dedicated tool Combines existing modeling standards with
TOGAF
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bull; Written by expert practitioners who have hands-on experience solving realworld problems for large corporations bull; Helps enterprise architects make
sense of data, systems, software, services, product lines, methodologies, and
much more bull; Provides explanation of theory and implementation with realworld business examples to support key points
Analyzing Requirements and Defining Solution ArchitecturesMCSD Training Kit :
for Exam 70-100
Learn about the responsibilities of a .NET solution architect and explore solution
architecture principles, DevOps solutions, and design techniques and standards
with hands-on examples of design patterns Key Features Find out what are the
essential personality traits and responsibilities of a solution architect Become wellversed with architecture principles and modern design patterns with hands-on
examples Design modern web solutions and make the most of Azure DevOps to
automate your development life cycle Book Description Understanding solution
architecture is a must to build and integrate robust systems to meet your client's
needs. This makes it crucial for a professional .NET software engineer to learn
the key skills of a .NET solution architect to create a unique digital journey and
build solutions for a wide range of industries, from strategy and design to
implementation. With this handbook, developers working with the .NET
technology will be able to put their knowledge to work. The book takes a handson approach to help you become an effective solution architect. You'll start by
learning the principles of the software development life cycle (SDLC), the roles
and responsibilities of a .NET solution architect, and what makes a great .NET
solution architect. As you make progress through the chapters, you'll understand
the principles of solution architecture and how to design a solution, and explore
designing layers and microservices. You'll complete your learning journey by
uncovering modern design patterns and techniques for designing and building
digital solutions. By the end of this book, you'll have learned how to architect your
modern web solutions with ASP.NET Core and Microsoft Azure and be ready to
automate your development life cycle with Azure DevOps. What you will learn
Understand the role and core responsibilities of a .NET solution architect Study
popular UML (Unified Modeling Language) diagrams for solution architecture
Work with modern design patterns with the help of hands-on examples Become
familiar with microservices and designing layers Discover how to design modern
web solutions Automate your development life cycle with Azure DevOps Who this
book is for This book is for intermediate and advanced .NET developers and
software engineers who want to advance their careers and expand their
knowledge of solution architecture and design principles. Beginner or
intermediate-level solution architects looking for tips and tricks to build largescale .NET solutions will find this book useful.
Solution architecture is concerned with the design and definition of (information
technology) solutions so they can be subsequently implemented, used, operated and
supported securely and efficiently. The solution exists to operate business processes in
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order to achieve business objectives, meet a business need and deliver business value.
Solution architecture is concerned with engaging with the originating business function
looking for the solution to create a solution vision and design a solution that meet their
needs, subject to a range of constraints such as cost and affordability, time to deliver
and organisational standards. The solution must exist as a coherent whole.Solutions
must be designed consistently across the solution landscape and make optimum use of
appropriate technologies. Solution architecture must focus on creating usable and
useful solutions. Solution architecture must have a standard reliable approach to
business engagements and the design of solution that emerge from them. Solution
architecture must work collaboratively with other information technology functions other architecture roles, business analysis and service management - to ensure
continuity along the solution delivery journey.Effective solution architecture involves:
-Have a depth and breadth of solution delivery and technical experience to be able to
identify solution design options quickly-Being able to understand the detail of the
solution while maintaining a view of the wider (and higher) context of the business need
for the solution and being able to explain both these views of sets of information-Being
able to communicate effectively with all parties - technical and business - involved in
the solution design and delivery journey, assist with decision-making, be realistic and
make appropriate compromises and design choices in order to create the best solution
design-Being able to apply technology appropriately and with selective innovation (and
the desire to constantly acquire new knowledge and ways of applying
technology)-Being involved in the solution delivery journey along its entire length-Being
able to be the solution advocate and subject matter expertThis book is aimed at a
variety of potential readers: -Existing solution architects who want to have a more
theoretical and a broader understanding of their role-Existing or new managers of
solution architecture functions who want to create a high-performing practice within
their organisations and who want to articulate the benefits and value solution architect
can contribute to the information technology function and the wider business and the
potential it can offer to the business organisation-Mangers of information technology
functions who want to understand what solution architecture is, where it fits into the
wider architecture context and disciplines and solution delivery and operation and the
value it can contribute to both the information technology function and the wider
business-Other information technology architects who want to understand how the
architecture disciplines can work together to deliver value-Business analysts and
managers of business analysis functions who want to understand how they can work
more closely with the solution architecture function in order to provide the business with
a better overall service-Other information technology personnel who want to move into
solution architecture and who want to understand what it is-Consulting organisations
and individuals who want to develop and offer value-adding solution architecture
services
This is the eagerly-anticipated revision to one of the seminal books in the field of
software architecture which clearly defines and explains the topic.
As the digital economy changes the rules of the game for enterprises, the role of
software and IT architects is also transforming. Rather than focus on technical
decisions alone, architects and senior technologists need to combine organizational
and technical knowledge to effect change in their company’s structure and processes.
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To accomplish that, they need to connect the IT engine room to the penthouse, where
the business strategy is defined. In this guide, author Gregor Hohpe shares real-world
advice and hard-learned lessons from actual IT transformations. His anecdotes help
architects, senior developers, and other IT professionals prepare for a more complex
but rewarding role in the enterprise. This book is ideal for: Software architects and
senior developers looking to shape the company’s technology direction or assist in an
organizational transformation Enterprise architects and senior technologists searching
for practical advice on how to navigate technical and organizational topics CTOs and
senior technical architects who are devising an IT strategy that impacts the way the
organization works IT managers who want to learn what’s worked and what hasn’t in
large-scale transformation
From fundamentals and design patterns to the different strategies for creating secure
and reliable architectures in AWS cloud, learn everything you need to become a
successful solutions architect Key Features Create solutions and transform business
requirements into technical architecture with this practical guide Understand various
challenges that you might come across while refactoring or modernizing legacy
applications Delve into security automation, DevOps, and validation of solution
architecture Book Description Becoming a solutions architect gives you the flexibility to
work with cutting-edge technologies and define product strategies. This handbook takes
you through the essential concepts, design principles and patterns, architectural
considerations, and all the latest technology that you need to know to become a
successful solutions architect. This book starts with a quick introduction to the
fundamentals of solution architecture design principles and attributes that will assist you
in understanding how solution architecture benefits software projects across
enterprises. You'll learn what a cloud migration and application modernization
framework looks like, and will use microservices, event-driven, cache-based, and
serverless patterns to design robust architectures. You'll then explore the main pillars of
architecture design, including performance, scalability, cost optimization, security,
operational excellence, and DevOps. Additionally, you'll also learn advanced concepts
relating to big data, machine learning, and the Internet of Things (IoT). Finally, you'll get
to grips with the documentation of architecture design and the soft skills that are
necessary to become a better solutions architect. By the end of this book, you'll have
learned techniques to create an efficient architecture design that meets your business
requirements. What you will learn Explore the various roles of a solutions architect and
their involvement in the enterprise landscape Approach big data processing, machine
learning, and IoT from an architect's perspective and understand how they fit into
modern architecture Discover different solution architecture patterns such as eventdriven and microservice patterns Find ways to keep yourself updated with new
technologies and enhance your skills Modernize legacy applications with the help of
cloud integration Get to grips with choosing an appropriate strategy to reduce cost Who
this book is for This book is for software developers, system engineers, DevOps
engineers, architects, and team leaders working in the information technology industry
who aspire to become solutions architect professionals. A good understanding of the
software development process and general programming experience with any language
will be useful.
Innovate at scale through well-architected API-led products that drive personalized,
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predictive, and adaptive customer experiences Key Features Strategize your IT
investments by modeling enterprise solutions with an API-centric approach Build robust
and reliable API platforms to boost business agility and omnichannel delivery Create
digital value chains through the productization of your APIs Book Description APIcentric architectures are foundational to delivering omnichannel experiences for an
enterprise. With this book, developers will learn techniques to design loosely coupled,
cloud-based, business-tier interfaces that can be consumed by a variety of client
applications. Using real-world examples and case studies, the book helps you get to
grips with the cloudbased design and implementation of reliable and resilient APIcentric solutions. Starting with the evolution of enterprise applications, you'll learn how
API-based integration architectures drive digital transformation. You'll then learn about
the important principles and practices that apply to cloud-based API architectures and
advance to exploring the different architecture styles and their implementation in Azure.
This book is written from a practitioner's point of view, so you'll discover ideas and
practices that have worked successfully in various customer scenarios. By the end of
this book, you'll be able to architect, design, deploy, and monetize your API solutions in
the Azure cloud while implementing best practices and industry standards. What you
will learn Explore the benefits of API-led architecture in an enterprise Build highly
reliable and resilient, cloud-based, API-centric solutions Plan technical initiatives based
on Well-Architected Framework principles Get to grips with the productization and
management of your API assets for value creation Design high-scale enterprise
integration platforms on the Azure cloud Study the important principles and practices
that apply to cloud-based API architectures Who this book is for This book is for
solution architects, developers, engineers, DevOps professionals, and IT decisionmakers who are responsible for designing and developing large distributed systems.
Familiarity with enterprise solution architectures and cloud-based design will help you to
comprehend the concepts covered in the book easily.
Get the definitive guide on designing applications on the Microsoft application
platformâ€”straight from the Microsoft patterns & practices team. Learn how to choose
the most appropriate architecture and the best implementation technologies that the
Microsoft application platform offers applications developers. Get critical design
recommendations and guidelines organized by application typeâ€”from Web, mobile,
and rich Internet applications to Office Business Applications. Youâ€™ll also get links to
additional technical resources that can help with your application development.
The practice of enterprise application development has benefited from the emergence
of many new enabling technologies. Multi-tiered object-oriented platforms, such as Java
and .NET, have become commonplace. These new tools and technologies are capable
of building powerful applications, but they are not easily implemented. Common failures
in enterprise applications often occur because their developers do not understand the
architectural lessons that experienced object developers have learned. Patterns of
Enterprise Application Architecture is written in direct response to the stiff challenges
that face enterprise application developers. The author, noted object-oriented designer
Martin Fowler, noticed that despite changes in technology--from Smalltalk to CORBA to
Java to .NET--the same basic design ideas can be adapted and applied to solve
common problems. With the help of an expert group of contributors, Martin distills over
forty recurring solutions into patterns. The result is an indispensable handbook of
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solutions that are applicable to any enterprise application platform. This book is actually
two books in one. The first section is a short tutorial on developing enterprise
applications, which you can read from start to finish to understand the scope of the
book's lessons. The next section, the bulk of the book, is a detailed reference to the
patterns themselves. Each pattern provides usage and implementation information, as
well as detailed code examples in Java or C#. The entire book is also richly illustrated
with UML diagrams to further explain the concepts. Armed with this book, you will have
the knowledge necessary to make important architectural decisions about building an
enterprise application and the proven patterns for use when building them. The topics
covered include · Dividing an enterprise application into layers · The major approaches
to organizing business logic · An in-depth treatment of mapping between objects and
relational databases · Using Model-View-Controller to organize a Web presentation ·
Handling concurrency for data that spans multiple transactions · Designing distributed
object interfaces
A comprehensive guide to exploring software architecture concepts and implementing
best practices Key Features Enhance your skills to grow your career as a software
architect Design efficient software architectures using patterns and best practices Learn
how software architecture relates to an organization as well as software development
methodology Book Description The Software Architect’s Handbook is a comprehensive
guide to help developers, architects, and senior programmers advance their career in
the software architecture domain. This book takes you through all the important
concepts, right from design principles to different considerations at various stages of
your career in software architecture. The book begins by covering the fundamentals,
benefits, and purpose of software architecture. You will discover how software
architecture relates to an organization, followed by identifying its significant quality
attributes. Once you have covered the basics, you will explore design patterns, best
practices, and paradigms for efficient software development. The book discusses which
factors you need to consider for performance and security enhancements. You will
learn to write documentation for your architectures and make appropriate decisions
when considering DevOps. In addition to this, you will explore how to design legacy
applications before understanding how to create software architectures that evolve as
the market, business requirements, frameworks, tools, and best practices change over
time. By the end of this book, you will not only have studied software architecture
concepts but also built the soft skills necessary to grow in this field. What you will learn
Design software architectures using patterns and best practices Explore the different
considerations for designing software architecture Discover what it takes to
continuously improve as a software architect Create loosely coupled systems that can
support change Understand DevOps and how it affects software architecture Integrate,
refactor, and re-architect legacy applications Who this book is for The Software
Architect’s Handbook is for you if you are a software architect, chief technical officer
(CTO), or senior developer looking to gain a firm grasp of software architecture.

Data is at the center of many challenges in system design today. Difficult issues
need to be figured out, such as scalability, consistency, reliability, efficiency, and
maintainability. In addition, we have an overwhelming variety of tools, including
relational databases, NoSQL datastores, stream or batch processors, and
message brokers. What are the right choices for your application? How do you
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make sense of all these buzzwords? In this practical and comprehensive guide,
author Martin Kleppmann helps you navigate this diverse landscape by
examining the pros and cons of various technologies for processing and storing
data. Software keeps changing, but the fundamental principles remain the same.
With this book, software engineers and architects will learn how to apply those
ideas in practice, and how to make full use of data in modern applications. Peer
under the hood of the systems you already use, and learn how to use and
operate them more effectively Make informed decisions by identifying the
strengths and weaknesses of different tools Navigate the trade-offs around
consistency, scalability, fault tolerance, and complexity Understand the
distributed systems research upon which modern databases are built Peek
behind the scenes of major online services, and learn from their architectures
Building upon his earlier book that detailed agile data warehousing programming
techniques for the Scrum master, Ralph's latest work illustrates the agile
interpretations of the remaining software engineering disciplines: Requirements
management benefits from streamlined templates that not only define projects
quickly, but ensure nothing essential is overlooked. Data engineering receives
two new "hyper modeling" techniques, yielding data warehouses that can be
easily adapted when requirements change without having to invest in ruinously
expensive data-conversion programs. Quality assurance advances with not only
a stereoscopic top-down and bottom-up planning method, but also the
incorporation of the latest in automated test engines. Use this step-by-step guide
to deepen your own application development skills through self-study, show your
teammates the world's fastest and most reliable techniques for creating business
intelligence systems, or ensure that the IT department working for you is building
your next decision support system the right way. Learn how to quickly define
scope and architecture before programming starts Includes techniques of
process and data engineering that enable iterative and incremental delivery
Demonstrates how to plan and execute quality assurance plans and includes a
guide to continuous integration and automated regression testing Presents
program management strategies for coordinating multiple agile data mart projects
so that over time an enterprise data warehouse emerges Use the provided
120-day road map to establish a robust, agile data warehousing program
Salary surveys worldwide regularly place software architect in the top 10 best
jobs, yet no real guide exists to help developers become architects. Until now.
This book provides the first comprehensive overview of software architecture’s
many aspects. Aspiring and existing architects alike will examine architectural
characteristics, architectural patterns, component determination, diagramming
and presenting architecture, evolutionary architecture, and many other topics.
Mark Richards and Neal Ford—hands-on practitioners who have taught software
architecture classes professionally for years—focus on architecture principles that
apply across all technology stacks. You’ll explore software architecture in a
modern light, taking into account all the innovations of the past decade. This
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book examines: Architecture patterns: The technical basis for many architectural
decisions Components: Identification, coupling, cohesion, partitioning, and
granularity Soft skills: Effective team management, meetings, negotiation,
presentations, and more Modernity: Engineering practices and operational
approaches that have changed radically in the past few years Architecture as an
engineering discipline: Repeatable results, metrics, and concrete valuations that
add rigor to software architecture
Avoid getting lost in the complexity of Azure with The Azure Cloud Native
Architecture Mapbook. This book will give you an expert-guided tour of Azure and
help you map different architectural perspectives for various architecture
disciplines. You'll learn how to apply the different architectural styles and become
a better Azure Architect.
Dismantle the overwhelming complexity in your IT projects with strategies and
real-world examples from a leading expert on enterprise architecture. This guide
describes best practices for creating an efficient IT organization that consistently
delivers on time, on budget, and in line with business needs. IT systems have
become too complex—and too expensive. Complexity can create delays, cost
overruns, and outcomes that do not meet business requirements. The resulting
losses can impact your entire company. This guide demonstrates that, contrary to
popular belief, complex problems demand simple solutions. The author believes
that 50 percent of the complexity of a typical IT project can and should be
eliminated—and he shows you how to do it. You’ll learn a model for
understanding complexity, the three tenets of complexity control, and how to
apply specific techniques such as checking architectures for validity. Find out
how the author’s methodology could have saved a real-world IT project that went
off track, and ways to implement his solutions in a variety of situations.
A solid introduction to the practices, plans, and skills required for developing a
smart system architecture Information architecture combines IT skills with
business skills in order to align the IT structure of an organization with the
mission, goals, and objectives of its business. This friendly introduction to IT
architecture walks you through the myriad issues and complex decisions that
many organizations face when setting up IT systems to work in sync with
business procedures. Veteran IT professional and author Kirk Hausman explains
the business value behind IT architecture and provides you with an action plan
for implementing IT architecture procedures in an organization. You'll explore the
many challenges that organizations face as they attempt to use technology to
enhance their business's productivity so that you can gain a solid understanding
of the elements that are required to plan and create an architecture that meets
specific business goals. Defines IT architecture as a blend of IT skills and
business skills that focuses on business optimization, business architecture,
performance management, and organizational structure Uncovers and examines
every topic within IT architecture including network, system, data, services,
application, and more Addresses the challenges that organizations face when
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attempting to use information technology to enable profitability and business
continuity While companies look to technology more than ever to enhance
productivity, you should look to IT Architecture For Dummies for guidance in this
field.
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